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Campus pastor search:

Three candidates schedule TU visits
KENDRA LIGHTFOOT
Associate Editor

On Tuesday, three candidates
for the job of next year's campus
pastor were announced. Walt
Campbell, dean of students and
chair of the search committee,
said, "We think we have three
very strong candidates."
After completing phone inter
views with the three candidates,
the search committee decided to
ask all of them to come to campus
for a visit. Each will be on cam
pus for three days.
The first candidate to visit will
be Alex Moir, the senior pastor at
Westview Baptist church, which
he began 18 years ago. Moir is a
'75 Taylor graduate from London,
Ontario. He will visit campus on
April 25-27.
Visiting on March 2-4 is David
Conn from Wauseon, Ohio. Conn,
who is also a Taylor graduate
('80), is the senior pastor at the
Wauseon Evangelical Mennonite
Church.
And Matt Nussbaum, a
Wheaton graduate, is the college
pastor at Community Church in
Bloomington, Indiana, and will
be on campus May 9-11.

professor of music; Mary
said, "We've been trying to honor
The schedules for the three can
Rayburn, director of student min
didates will be the same. The first that request."
istries; and students James
Other than Campbell, the mem
night, they will meet with the
Kutnow, Jessica Anderson, Alan
bers of the search committee are
search committee, then will deliv
Ball and Missy Chambless.
Win Corduan, professor of
er a 10 to 15 minute homily at an
About candidate visits,
Biblical studies, Christian educa
open forum for faculty and stu
Campbell said, "I really want the
tion and philosophy; Jan Pletcher,
dents. After the homily, there will
students to know about the open
assistant professor of communi
be a time for questions and
forums and take advantage of
cation arts; Carl Siler, assistant
answers. The next two days will
them."
professor of history; A1 Harrison,
be filled by the candidates meet
ing
with
groups of
faculty and
students all
over cam
pus.
Campbell
said that the
r e a s o n
names have
not
been
announced
before now
is that the
candidates
have
not
wanted their
congrega
tions
to
know that
they
are
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considering
New
members
of
Kapa
Delta
Pi,
an
education
honor
society,
await
their induction
a n o t h e r
into Taylor's Upsilon Zeta Chapter on Monday. The ceremony started at 7 p.m.
position. He

and took place in the Recital Hall.

Reported harassment would likely
result in minimal punishment
MIKE SCHEULER

Campus Editor

Local law enforcement, now
aware of recent roadway
harassments, believe that, if
caught, punishment of the
offending parties would "most
likely result in nothing more
than a fine."
The incidents all involved the
terrorizing of Taylor students by
groups riding in unidentified
vehicles. But of the three
harassment incidents, perhaps
the most dramatic involved stu
dents
Ben
Dominguez,
Christina Rutigliano, Scott
McDermid, Lauren Anderson,
Nicole Stavis and Rebecca
Huffman.
On March 20, the six students
were traveling to Muncie along
600 East when trouble began.
Dominguez, a former Taylor
student, was driving the group

in his '99 Jeep Wrangler.
After passing a stop sign,
Dominguez noticed that a large
truck had pulled up behind him,
flashed its lights and was fol
lowing him very closely. A few
moments later, the truck passed
the Jeep and continued to put
distance between the two vehi
cles.
According to Stavis, the truck,
a customized 80s model red
Chevy with a white stripe, then
came to an abrupt stop in the
middle of the road, blocking
passage in both lanes.
The driver then got out of the
truck and ran to its bed, where
he began to reach for some
thing. The driver of the Jeep
swerved offroad to the left and
drove into a field, narrowly
missing a telephone pole.
After passing the truck, Stavis

Insight from Taylor
constituency important
in presidential search
JESSICA BARNES
Editor
With phase two of the search
for a new university president
just beginning, the only known
future for the changes in Taylor's
leadership is that current presi
dent Jay Kesler will stick around.
The search committee chaired
by Ken Flanigan, a 1966 Taylor
graduate, is intact and met on
March
30. According
to
Flanigan, "We have taken the
first step in the process of trying
to come up with a profile, includ
ing qualifications and characteri
zations [for the new president]."
But the establishment of what
the committee will look for will
not be completed until the
group's April 30 meeting. After
that, Flanigan said the committee
plans to make a public announce

ment of the opening, and it is
shooting for early May as the tar
get time. So, there will be no for
mal candidate proposals until
then.
Flanigan emphasized, "We want
input from the Taylor constituen
cy." He said that it is very impor
tant that Taylor students, faculty,
alumni and parents provide
insight into "what's important for
Taylor University as we move
into the next century." He said
that select Christian leaders will
also be notified of the job open
ing.
Flanigan believes that the next
president should be able to pro
vide "spiritual leadership, educa
tional leadership and institution
al leadership." And more specifi
cally he said, "We want to take

Leadership conference to bring 80 students to TU
Fifteen Christian schools will
have representatives on campus
this weekend for Taylor's annu
al leadership conference. The
theme of the weekend is Inside
Out and the weekend will fea
ture workshops, keynote speak
ers and a banquet, along with
many other scheduled activities.
In all, 115 students will be
involved in the conference,
along with about 70 Taylor stu
dents who have volunteered to
house the visitors. This year's
conference is about the same
size as those from years past.
Cheri VanderPloeg, vice-pres

rounding
areas."
Another
ident of leadership services,
change for this year is
said, "My goal for this weekend
VanderPloeg's plan to send each
has three primary focuses:
discussion group to a different
learning, sharing and growing."
home
in
VanderPloeg
Upland for a
helped
has
homecooked
plan eight con
weekend
has
three
meal.
She
ferences, and
said, "That is
primary focuses:
it's her second
kind of nice
time to be in
learning, sharing and
for
college
charge of the
s
t
u
d
e
nts."
growing."
leadership
The meal will
conference.
—Cheri VanderPloeg
be in place of
Because of her
the customary
experience,
Saturday night banquet.
she said, "This is my eighth, and
There will be two keynote
I wanted it to be the best, so we
speakers for the event. The first,
brought in workshop leaders
P. Lowell Haines, is from
from outside of Taylor. Usually
Indianapolis and is a graduate of
they are from Upland or sur
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Taylor
and
the
Indiana
University School of Law.
Presently, he practices law as a
partner in the firm Baker and
Daniels in the area of nonprofit
and college law. The other, Lee
Jenkins, comes from Atlanta,
Georgia and works in invest
ments and is a Promise Keepers
speaker. After graduating from
the University of Tennessee,
Jenkins played one year of pro
fessional football for the New
York Giants.
At the opening banquet
tonight, President Kesler will
open with prayer and Tim
Herrmann, associate dean of
students, will introduce the
speaker. Brent Ellis, director of

i-tlirlpnt nfAOT^
TT1 C will
\3J ill aIapo
student
programs,
close
with prayer.
The workshops, which will be
offered at 8:30 a.m., 11 a.m. and
3:15 p.m. on Saturday, have top
ics that range from overcoming
giants, trusting the Lord's lead
ing, masks leaders wear, setting
a higher standard and being a
witness in the marketplace.
Students who are not involved
in the conference are invited to
attend the workshops.
The conference will conclude
on Sunday after a 9 a.m. wor
ship service in Rediger and a
closing brunch at 10:15 a.m.
Again, students not participat
ing in the conference are still
invited to attend the service.

Wellness Week ends with health fair
KENDRA L1GHTFOOT

Associate Editor

Tomorrow marks the conclu
sion of Wellness Week, with one
of the key activities being a
Wellness Fair at the Upland
Health and Diagnostic Center.
This is the second annual Fair
for the Center, which opened in
December of 1997. Wellness
Week, which is intended to
focus on the physical, intellectu
al, emotional, spiritual, social
and vocational aspects of stu
dent life, has included several
activities, lectures and discus
sions.
Several opportunities will be
available at the Fair, such as free
health screenings, a chance to
give blood and the option to
receive free educational materi
als. In addition, there will be a
drawing for a 21-inch color tele
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said, Dominguez pulled the
Jeep back onto the road only to
find that a second pickup, this
time black with a white stripe,
was tailing them.
This truck, which Stavis says
"came out of nowhere," pro
ceeded to pull ahead of the Jeep
and then began to slow down,
"apparently in order to do the
same stopping maneuver as the
first truck," Huffman said. By
this time the first truck had
caught up with Dominguez and
boxed the Jeep in between the
two trucks.
Stavis said that Dominguez
made a failed attempt to pass,
then swerved to the left and
went into a field. Moving at an
average speed of 60 to 70 miles
per hour, the Jeep hit a small
ditch in the field which resulted
in some damage to a bike and
bike rack attached to the rear
end of the Jeep.
Stavis said that the trucks then
blocked the Jeep from re-enter

vision and remote. Tours will also
be given for areas such as the
radiology department, the mam
mography area and the pharmacy.
The physical therapy team will be
available to answer questions and
provide demonstrations.
The health screenings include
hearing, glaucoma, blood sugar
and blood pressure checks.
Health care officials, including
Center doctors, Dr. Riegle and Dr.
Graycochea, will be on hand to
issue materials and to answer
questions. In addition, several
organizations will have booths set
up, including the American
Cancer Society, the Diabetes
Association, the Ball Hospital
Asthma Clinic and the drug pre
vention program, D.A.R.E..
According to Lisa Elliott, a radi
ologic technologist at the Upland
Health and Diagnostic Center,
"All Taylor students, faculty and

staff are invited, along with the
general public." She said, "There
will be drawings with door prizes.
The TV is the main one, but there
are also several gift certificates
from local businesses."
Also to finish out the week, the
Rice Pilaf players will perform
tonight at 9:30 p.m. in Mitchell
Theatre. Cost is $2.
Cliff Johnson, theatrical director
of Rice Pilaf said, "We're thrilled
to be returning to Taylor, and
tomorrow night's venue should be
perfect for our best performance
yet."
Other Wellness Week events for
tomorrow include a concert in
which Taylor chorus groups will
perform
with
the Marion
Philharmonic at 7:30 p.m. at
Indiana Wesleyan University and
the
Homeless
Man
Tour
"Ragamuffin" at 8:15 p.m. in
Rediger Auditorium.

there has been little repercussion.
ing the road, and a third faded
Though a report was given to the
black truck pulled up behind the
Indiana State Patrol, as well as the
other two. Domiguez made a utum and drove down what he ini
Delaware county sheriff, "the
whole issue is still a mess,"
tially believed to be a side road,
Huffman said. The incidents con
but it turned out to be a long drive
tinue to remain largely unknown
way. Upon reaching the house at
to both the Upland, Matthews,
the end, the Jeep pulled up close to
Grant County and Indiana State
the house and waited.
police due to the fact that the
Stavis said that the group saw the
report was not
headlights of
filed.
the
trucks
License plate
approach
the
house, but the
numbers, spe
cific
details
trucks came to a
stop
halfway
and a timely
down the drive
report
are
way and, after
important to
waiting for a
ensuring that
—Chief Michael Parker
few
minutes,
the incident is
left.
filed. If police
Stavis said that Dominguez wait
action is to be taken, Upland Town
ed for a while to make sure that the
Marshal Michael Parker said,
trucks had left, and feeling confi
"The incident must be reported
dent that they had, left the house,
immediately."
made his way to 1-69 and headed
Parker described the existence of
back to Taylor. Upon arriving on
the incidents as "news to him,"
campus, the six students reported
and Chief Parker went on to com
the incident to campus safety.
ment that "without communica
Yet despite the reported incident,
tion, we're [the Upland Police

com
munication, we're
not going to know
anything about it."
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Department] not going to know
anything about it."
Unsure as to whether the series
of harassment incidents involving
unknown vehicles and Taylor stu
dents was targeted specifically at
Taylor residents, Matthews Town
Marshal Steve Justice feels confi
dent that many of the events that
occurred in late March will remain
isolated incidents.
Sergeant Akers, of the Redkey
Indiana state police post, said that
if caught, the guilty party would
mostly likely face charges, which
would include reckless driving
and
reckless endangerment,
depending of the court. These
charges usually result in a fine.
However, he said that if the
offenders' intents were proven to
be of a more malicious nature,
other, more serious charges, would
be filed.
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advantage of the incredible lega
cy of Jay Kesler. Jay's the
longest serving president in
Taylor's history. The goodwill

Rachel
Lesser,
junior,
observes
the nurse
working on
the patient
next to her
while her
own pint of
blood fills
up at the
TSO blood
drive
Thursday.
Students,
faculty and
staff raised
about 140
pints of
blood for
the
American
Red Cross,
though 190
tried.

he's built up is monumental,
and we want to keep that

"God already
knows who the
next president is.
We just have to
find that person."
—Ken Flanigan
momentum up."
According to Flanigan, his
legacy is part of the reason
that Kesler will move into the
office of chancellor once a
new president is identified.
And Flanigan expects the
announcement of Kesler's
replacement to be made
before the end of June 2000.
But despite the plans the
committee has to search out
Kesler's
predecessor,
Flanigan feels "God already
knows who the next president
is. We just have to find that
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The FBI warned the U.S.
military to be alert for possible ^erb-led terrorist
attacks inside the United States after several
churches received threats to kill American soldiers,
according to a memo obtained by The Associated
Press. FBI counterterrorisrn agents sent but the
memo last week after Serbian Orthodox churches
in Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago and
Sacramento areas received via fax, which urged
Serbian Americans to respond Violently to NATO
strikes on Yugoslavia. The memo was distributed to
military bases and other sensitive federal installa
tions. bale Watson, the FBI's deputy assistant
director ft>r counterterrorisrn, declined to discuss
the memo, but did comment, "As the war contin
ues, we receive a lot of threats in here. The FBI

news

MIDLAND, Texas (AP) — Tornadoes destroyed at

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A man who tried to buy

least 20 homes in west Texas, leaving dozens of
people trying to salvage their belongings. The
Tuesday night storms also brought baseball-size
hail and 70 mph wind gusts, but there were no
serious injuries. "This was a powerful force of
nature, and anyone driving through here would
lpve a hard time believing no one was killed,"
County Commisioner Mike Bradford Said.
"Sometimes," he added, "you just get lucky."

crack cocaine without h^jj3j£jdl&->(poney t° P a y f° r
it has admitte<LJj£ used his young sons as human
shields to protect him from possible violence.

millionaire to millionaire baby sitter. The 54-yearold Chilean immigrant came forward Wednesday
to claim the $197 million Big Game jackpot, the
world's biggest lottery prize ever won
by one person.
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Micdh wos an undent prophet who lived in Israel approximote2.700 years ago. "In some regard, he was the forerunner of
the modern day consultant and identified 3 things required of
any man, which translate to do what is right, to go beyond what
is expected and required and to act os stewards to promote oth
ers'success, not our own" These, according to the President Paul
Kanneman, ore not just idealistic statements, but the values thot
will distinguish MIC AH Technology Services from its competitors.

Michael Kilels admission came Tuesday during the
trial of the man accused of fatally (shooting Kile s
six-year-old son, Willie. Donnell Hijghley, 22, was
charged with' murder and felony (nurder in the
January 4 shotting in Indianapolis. ! ^de is accused
of shooting at kile's car as he drove »way, striking
Willie Kile in (he head. The six-year-|ld died eight
days later. Kile's other son, now 13, was not
injured. Kile agreed to plead gujUy to two felony
charges for pitting his sons in danger and faces up
to 20 years iJ prison. His plea agreement requires
him to testily ag^in^t Hughlcy in exchange for
prosecution dropping charges of murder, felony
murder and false informing. The 37-year-old Kile,
who says he became a crack

I Walnut Creek Golf Course I
3S) I
I o n o / off greeri fees
/0 with TU ID!0 I
I
I
998-7651
I

| Limit one per person, weekdays only. Expires 4/23/99^

Internships

Crest Lanes

MICAH Technology Services. Inc., a division of ACS, is focused
on providing value-added, high-end business solutions to a
diverse industry base. We are dedicated to defining solutions
rather than systems.We have the following excellent internship
opportunities in our Dallas, Chicago, New York and
London offices for individuals with the following qualifications:
• Business Administration
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BRAINTRRE. Massachusetts (AP) — In an
instant, Maria Grasso went from baby sitter for a

looks into them."
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enjoy bowling on automatic scoring

$1 a game with TII ID

or finance majors with a minor si Computer Science

-am mo-ssair

• Computer Science majors with a minor in Business or Finance
• Minimum of 3.5 GPA

- HPl §080 lases by AM?
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addict after he and his wife
divorced in 1998, was
known as "White Mike" to
dealers in the neighborhood
where Willie Kile was shot.

WANTED

29 people to get paid cash to lose up
to 30 lbs. in the next 30 days.

All natural and guaranteed.

1-888-373-5173

Maytag Village
Laundromat
Now Has
Wolfe Systems!

2114 West 2nd, Marion

• Knowledge of Information Systems
• Strong written/verbal communication and interpersonal skills, in addi
tion to analytical (both numeric and literary) capabilities
• Ability to identify, analyze and document real business issues, as well as
manage personal time effectively

Pizza Special!

• A willingness to travel
• Flexibility and openness to change in responsibilities/assignments
MICAH Technology Services, Inc. has experience and knowledge to offer
candidates in the areas of InformationFTechnology performance and value,
business and technical integration services, as well as industry solutions.
To be a part of a team and experience real life con
sulting on the cutting edge while also continuing
your education, please submit your resume to:

MICAH Technology Services, Inc., Attn:
Shannon McClure. 2828 N. Haskell, Building
5, Dallas, Texas 7S204; fine 2M-B87-0860;
email: shannon mcclure@acs-inc.com. EOE,
AA M/F/V/D
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sat.
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- National Student
Leadership Conference
- Wellness Week Ends
9:30 p.m. - Rice Pilaf
MT

7:30 p.m. - Marion
Philharmonic Orchestra with
Taylor Chorale present "All
Mozart"
IWU Performing Arts Center
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$8.99 Medium Edge Pizza
$11.99 Large Edge Pizza
with up to three toppings!
must present this coupon at time of purchase

tues.
20

Walk-Ins or
Appointments
Packages Available
87 E. Berry St.
998-1110

wed.
21

thurs.
22
- Earth Day

fri.
23
- Youth Conference
Weekend
8:00 a.m. - Chemistry /
Physics Field Day
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The war in the Balkans
GEOFF HOFFMANN

Sports Editor

As NATO's Kosovo involvement
increases, questions arise about
many its objectives in the region.
Debate over whether to deploy
ground troops or to continue with
air strikes is a present concern,
while the Germans are feverishly
trying to implement plans that will
bring stability to the Balkans.
With the objective of weaken
ing Yugoslav president Slobodan
Milosevic, NATO continues with
the bombing on selected Serbian
targets. According to the Saturday
Christian Science Monitor, 82
more warplanes were being sent to
Europe, in addition to the 400 plus
already there. Urged by some law
makers to step up planning for the
possible use of ground troops in
Kosovo, President Clinton told
them he "remained opposed to
using ground forces," but will
keep the option open for con
sideration. (Reuters news
service, April 13).
Taylor professors have
mixed feelings on the
deployment of ground
troops
in
Kosovo.
According to Alan Winquist, pro
fessor of history, although there
may have been some Serbian
opposition to Milosevic in the past,
nationalism takes precedence in a
time of war. "If we deploy ground
troops, that will only encourage
further wide-spread nationalism
and extreme tactics." Winquist
explains, "The objective [by con
tinuing the bombing] should be to
weaken Milosevic and disrupt
transportation and communica
tion."
Political science professor Steve
Hoffmann believes that ground
troops should be sent only if
Milosevic does not back down, and

jitlh" •
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J es s u p
agrees, stating
that we should only use "ground
troops as a last resort."
Tom Jones, professor of history,
maintains that, at this point,
deploying ground troops is a
must:. He says, "We overestimated
what airpower can accomplish.
Our very best hope was to pound
them for the 48 hours, and that did
n't happen."
According to Reuters news serv
ice, the U.S. was mainly ineffective
in its first attack due to a limited
supply of bombs and unfavorable
weather. Jones continues, stating

"It's very hard to say 'this is right' or 'this is
s wrong.' I'm not sure the type of involvement we
|have now is what's warranted, but some type of
y §11
I involvement is."
Jwtl
—Laura Baugh, senior
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the air-strikes prove to be ineffec
tive. Hoffmann explains, "The airstrikes should be continued as long
as there is reason to believe they
could lead to a willingness by the
government of Yugoslavia [Serbia]
to discuss arrangements for troop
withdrawal from Kosovo and
return of the refugees. If there is no
movement in this direction, then
NATO ground troops
should move in."
Sociology
professor
Michael

"It is our responsibility as Americans to intervene in
this situation. If we can't learn from WWII, then

jljftjf

—Josh Uecker, junior

"The United States has a responsibility to people
that are hurting."
—Sarah Culp, sophomore

|
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"NATO has a responsibility to intervene in the situation;
however, I don't think what we're doing right now is effec
tive. We're not helping the ethnic Albanians at all.
Unfortunately, the only solution at this point is ground
troops; but if we send in ground troops, it could get messy."
—Geoff Taylor, freshman

that NATO must finish what itstarted. According to Jones, "Some
kind of ground force is required for
NATO to establish its goals. It has
to win. It can't withdraw now that
it started."
Although NATO has shown no
signs of letting up the bombing,
they have considered two plans
Submitted by the Germans. One
plan consists of having a one day
cessation of bombing to see if
Milosevic withdraws his forces.
According to Britain's Guardian
newspaper, Germany has also put
forward a Kosovo peace plan
under which a force form the
Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe
would go in place of NATO
troops. The force would
include Russian troops, like
the NATO-led peacekeeping
force in Bosnia, "but its back
bone would comprise
troops from NATO," the
Guadrian says.
"NATO must look for
tome way to involve the
Russians in resolving the
conflict and in guaranteeing
whatever
settlement is
reached," Hoffmann says.
Winquist adds that "NATO must
seek to include Russia in any peace
keeping plan as part of the police
force in Kosovo. It's a very tricky
thing. We can't afford to get into a
conflict with Russia."
As for the present, Americans
can only watch and wait, hoping
for peace in a region torn by hatred
and selfish intentions.

Who is Slobodan
Milosevic?
Bom in 1941 in Pozarevac, close to
Belgrade, Slobodan Milosevic had an
unhappy childhood. His father left the
Milosevic homeand committedsuicide
in 1962. Young Slobodan was brought
up by his mother, an authoritative com
munist schoolteacher, and in 1972, ten
years after her husband, she committed
suicide as well.
After doing well in university,
Milosevic married and quickly rose in
the Communist Party hierarchy. He did
not move into full-time politics until the
early 1980S. Once there, he wasted no
time in becoming the head of the
Serbian communist party in 1986.
One issue would transform Milosevic
from a strong but innocuous bureaucrat
into acharismatic politician and ruthless
military strongman. That issue was
Kosovo. By stirring up and manipulat
ing the post-cold warconcerns and fears
of Serbs, a small minority in the
Albanian-run Serbian province of
Kosovo, Milosevic progressed to
supreme power. He became President
of Serbia in 1989.
The flame of Serbian nationalism

"
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Questions and answers on Kosovo
To those who have not been fol
lowing the war in Kosovo the cur
rent situation is nearly incompre
hensible. However, this confusion
need not continue. Here is a crash
course that will bring you up to

KLA is the main domestic resist
ance to Milosevic's Yugoslav
Army.

Are the comparisons to Nazi
Germany and WWI accurate?

Kosovar Albanians earlier this
year declared their independence.
Serbia highly values Kosovo as a
religious center. Losing Kosovo
would be for Yugoslavia like Israel
losing Jerusalem.

Yes and no. Milosevic's cam
paign is not to erradicate Moslems
from the face of the earth; but, it is
a direct military action against an
ethnic/religious population. In
regard to WWI, the situation bears
a striking resemblance. Historians
agree that WWI began after world
powers took sides during an erup
tion of violence in the Balkans
motivated by ethnic and political
differences. NATO has currently
lined up against Russia. If nothing
else, this "situation" has the poten
tial to spread beyond the Balkans.

Is Kosovo a part of Yugoslavia?

What about the hostages?

Yes. Yugoslavia is currently split
into four sections: Serbia,
Montenegro (an independent
state), Vojvodina (an autonomous
province) and Kosovo (also an
autonomous province).

The Serbian military has captured
three United States soldiers.
President Clinton has warned fur
ther military action unless they are
returned unharmed. As of today,
they are still being held captive, but
negotiations for their release con
tinue.

date.

What brought about NATO
involvement in this situation?
Yugoslavian President, Slobodan
Milosevic, began a campaign of
"ethnic cleansing" to clear Kosovo
of Albanian Kosovars.

Why is Milosevic doing this?

Is this a mainly religious persecu
tion or are political elements
involved?
The Kosovar Albanians are
Moslem and make up 90 percent of
Kosovo's population. The remain
ing 10 percent are Orthodox
Christian Serbs. A militarilybacked Christian minority is, there
fore, overpowering and displacing
a Moslem population.

Who or what is the KLA?
The Kosovo Liberation Army is
similar to the IRA in Northern
Ireland. Its tactics and recruitment
policies are being questioned, but
its main aim is to gain Kosovo's
independence from Serbia. The
sparked by tire breakup of the Soviet
Union and fanned by President
Milosevic caused the reawakening of
other nationalistic tendencies across the
rest of the forma- Yugoslavia This
renewed nationalistic fervor led to
numerous bloody wars that would rip
Yugoslavia apart between 1991 and
1995. During that time President
Milosevic ran an authoritarian govern
ment at home while militarily control
ling Serb factions in both Croatia and
Bosnia
This partisan policy backfired on
Milosevic when, in August of 1995,
Croatia drove out the remaining Serbs
from its new independent state.
Milosevic, however, was seemingly
unfazed by the defeat He soon
exchanged his vehement nationalist
speeches and bully tactics for peaceful
negotiations and political compromise.
During the now-famous peace
accords in Dayton, Ohio, Milosevic
seemingly abandoned Serb claims for a
'Greater Serbia" and was rewarded
with a partial lifting of the international
sanctions that havecrippled his Serbian
economy since 1991.
In July of 1997, Milosevic became
President of Yugoslavia This new

Are ground troops going to be nec
essary?
President Clinton has committed
to keeping this an air-based opera
tion. However, many see ground
troops as being essential in order
to permanently defuse this con
flict.

What will end this war?
NATO has resolved
to restore
Kosovo's
dislocated
ethnic
Albanian population.

—Aaron Nichols
Information compiled from BBC
Intl. online archives.
position (which he still holds today)
allowed him to renew the antagonism
between the Serbs and Albanian
Kosovars in Kosovo. In the past year
hostilities have risen from unfair to atro
cious. Nicknamed "the butcher,"
Milosevic relentlessly and aggressively
faced the majority Moslem population
from their homes and their homeland.
For the last 600 years Serbs and
Albanians have shared the region of
Kosovo.
Milosevic, in pursuit of power and
absolute Serbian dominance, has
destroyed a relatively peaceful relation
ship. In the last two weeks, more than
600,000 people have become homeless
and hopeless, after being displaced by
the "ethnic cleansing."
Slobodan Milosevic is a strong man
with an impressive histoiy. He has
turned the spotlight of the world on his
country. The past and present have
established Milosevic as a military and
political power but one question
remains, "What are his plans for the
future?'

—Aaron Nichols
Irtformation compiled from BBC InlL
online archives.
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Homosexuality: breaking the silence
JOCELYN FALCK

Staff Writer

"Call Off the War on Gays."
"Praying Away the Gay." "Can
Gays Convert?" We all know that
national
headlines
paint
Christians as hate-crime prone
homophobics. But it may not be
known that each year almost a
dozen Taylor students visit the
counseling center for gender
identity issues of their own.
Yet homosexuality is not often
given serious attention on our
campus. To address this, sever
al Taylor faculty explore a few
questions that every Christian
should think about.
Is Homosexuality Sin or an
Alternate Lifestyle?
According to a study by the
Council for Christian Colleges
and Universities, Christian opin
ions have been changing. When
Taylor's graduating class of 1998
were freshmen, 73% said we
should prohibit homosexual rela
tionships. By the time they were
seniors, only 54.5% still held the
conviction.
For many, the question of bio
logical determination of orienta
tion is a factor in their reconsid
eration. But the argument does
n't convince professor of psy
chology Steve Snyder.
He
explains it in this way: "Sin has
affected man on three levels:
genetic, individual and environ
mental. We are affected biologi
cally: death itself is proof of that.
God didn't say, 'Don't sin if you
don't have a biological problem.'
He said, 'Don't sin in spite of
your biological problem because
I'm going to give you the grace
to overcome.'" Snyder says that
scripture "doesn't say the orien
tation is sin, but the continual

m
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expression of that in behavior is
sin."
Can Christians Be Homosexual?
Larry Mealy, associate dean of
students, also identifies homo
sexual behavior as sin, just as
pre-marital sex is sin. "It is pos
sible for Christians to have
breaches of self-control in any
area, including this one. Does
that mean they're not Christian?
There is an age of experimenta
tion that everyone goes through.
Maybe they made a mistake in
judgment. But they can
be forgiven."
Social

label we begin to think of our
selves as everything that label
projects. I don't want them to
see themselves as a label, but as
a person with a problem of some
type."
What Should the Church's
Response to Homosexuals Be?
The headlines are not a flatter
ing reflection of the Christian
mentality in this area. Daniel
Taylor writes in Christianity
Today that "We are seen as the
pit bulls of culture wars—small
brains, big teeth, strong jaws and
no interest in com
promise.
Is this
indictment
fair?
Often
not.
Understandable?
Absolutely."
Dr. Harner
believes Christians "tac
itly create an atmos
phere that generates
hate crimes. But our
responsibility is to intro
duce them to Christ and
help them deal with it."
Jim Spiegel, professor of phi
Professor
Cathy
Harner says, "It's hard for me to losophy says, "Some Christians
believe there's a double standard
are sincerely convinced to repu
diate homosexuality. We need to
for a person who is prideful and
a person who struggles with fight hard to do as the old cliche
says: hate the sin, love the sinner.
homosexuality. Both are sins."
It will sometimes lead some
Snyder maintains that "an
Christians to think that we're
encounter doesn't make you a
condoning that. But that's what
homosexual.
If you are a
they thought about Jesus, too,
Christian, you are in Christ. The
because he spent most of his time
problem is the attitude that God's
hanging out with 'sinners.'"
grace cannot change you." In
Political Science Professor Phil
counseling sessions, Snyder
Loy is wary of a crusade for the
emphasizes that "we all have an
sole purpose of saving homosex
area of sin that we need to work
uals. "Don't stand on the street
on. But there is hope. People
corner,
find one and hand him a
can change."
tract
that
says you're going to
Likewise, Carol Mott, campus
hell
if
you
don't repent. We
psychologist, encourages Taylor
ought not witness because they
students "away from labeling
are homosexuals, but because
themselves. When we take on a
they need to
know the Lord.
I wouldn't sin
gle them out
for any rea— son."
For more dis
cussion on this
complex and
controversial
issue, come to
the
faculty
forum: "Civil
Rights
of
Homosexuals."
The forum will
be held on
Monday night
at 8:15 p.m. and
will be lead by
Mark Cosgrove,
Mike Row and
Phone; 419 289.5161 • Khk 4I9-2IW-S969
httpt //www-a s It haml -tad u/vt-iisirtiry.hlml
Cathy Harner.
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Overcoming homosexuality: 'through
God's love and mercy, I survived'
When I
was
a
child, I
divorced
my selfi m a g e
from that
of
my
a l c o 
holic,
abusive
father. I told myself I would
never grow up to be like him.
With only female role models
(my mother and five older sis
ters), I began to identify more
and more with the feelings of a
female. (This docs not mean
that every guy with only sisters
in their homes have a greater
tendency toward homosexuali
ty!) I didn't realize that I was
effeminate until others began
teasing me about it.
I succumbed to the tauntings
and came to believe that 1 was a
female trapped within a guy's
body. But I kept all this to
myself, internalizing the prob
lem and suffering quietly. I
couldn't open up to seek help.
In my first 21 years, I had two
homosexual experiences even
though I had accepted Christ
when I was 15 years old—I had
not "surrendered all" to God,
including this homosexual ten
dency. Almost suicidal over the
second breakup, 1 explored the
possibility of a sex change; but I
felt that wasn't the solution.

Then, the spirit of God began to
work in me. Instead of pursuing
an unfulfilling life, I chose to
rededicate my life to God.
My ensuing spiritual growth
and drastic change of behavior
led me to believe I was "cured"
of my homosexual tendency.
Actually, I had unwittingly
buried the issue instead, only for
it to resurface at Taylor. When
it did, I was totally aghast and
disappointed with myself. I
thought I had dealt with the
problem and couldn't believe
that I still had unnatural feelings
for guys.
1 refused to believe that I still
had the homosexual tendency.
But desiring to deal with this
problem oncc-and-for-all and
wanting to obey God, I surren
dered. It has been a long, hard
road to recovery, but through
God's love and mercy, I sur
vived.
God is still working in me, and
now I'm a completely different
person. I identify with who God
wants me to be and not who I
personally want to be. I am able
to overcome my homosexual
struggle through the power of
our Living God! It will be a hard
struggle, but if one desires to
please God and allows Him to
deal with the problem, he/she
will have victory.
—Moses Tan graduated from
Taylor in 1996 and is now a cap
tain in the Singaporean Army.

'My Taylor friends encouraged and comforted me.'
My story began at an early
age with many significant,
lonely events. My parents
were divorced when I was
four. My brother died when I
was six. I hardly saw my
father before he passed away,
too—I was eleven. No one
ever talked to me about what
I thought or how I was feel
ing. But in early high school,
I found someone who lis
tened to me and filled my
emptiness in a way I had
never experienced.
Our friendship grew deeper.
Eventually,
we
started
"experimenting" and our
homosexual acts developed
from there. For two years,
this went on. I blamed God
constantly, wondering why
He had "made me like that."
Nobody knew. Some sus
pected, but since I was a
"Christian," no one believed
it. Eventually I convinced
myself that I needed help get
ting out of this lifestyle. It
took long hours of counsel
ing, but by my senior year of

high school, I felt as though I
had worked through it.
I
knew I could never go back
to that lifestyle again.
When I came to Taylor, life
was good. College life was
great until I suffered another
significant loss, a man who I
considered a "dad." This
time when my emptiness and
loneliness
returned,
my
Taylor friends encouraged
and comforted me. I am very
fortunate to be at a Christian
college during these trials of
my life.
My purpose for sharing this
is for Christians to become
aware that all kinds of sin
lingers in our community.
But God doesn't care
hat
our sin is; he just wants us to
confess our sins to Him. I
know God has a plan for my
life, and even though I face a
constant battle, God gives me
grace.
—This testimony is that of
a current Taylor student who
wishes to remain anony
mous.
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Greenbacks and the gift of life
Have any
of you ever
donated plas
ma? I have,
and I think
it's just about
the neatest
thing in the
world.
Seriously!
You go in, lay down, and while
you're reading a book or doing
homework, you get paid! And
not just chump change mind
you; we're talking almost $200 a
month.
Granted that while you peruse
through the pages of Newsweek
during your hour and a half ses
sion, a somewhat menacing
white box is siphoning off one
of your most precious bodily flu
ids, but hey, look at the bright
side—your body can always
make more. And that basically
means your veins arc a neverending supply of cash.
Bayer (the company that runs
the plasma operation) may
describe plasma as the "fluid ol
life," but I prefer to think of it as
"liquid gold." And that's really
what it looks like. Plasma, at
least in its purest form, is a yel
lowish-golden fluid with the
consistency of thin maple syrup.

I know, I know, that sounds
gross. Not really though, if you
take the time to think about it.
Plasma is the liquid part of
your blood, the part in which red
and white blood cells are sus
pended. The reason many people
feel tired and/or faint after giv
ing blood is that they've lost
both their plasma and their red
and white blood cells. But when
you donate plasma, you're only
giving a single component of
your blood, and the centrifuge
makes sure you get your red and
white blood cells back—so you
never feel tired. This is also
what makes it possible to donate
two times a week, for as long as
you so desire (depending on the
needs of your wallet).
Since I am a baby when it
comes to pain, its fortunate for
me that plasma donation is prac
tically painless. But for those of
you out there who fear needles,
there simply isn't much hope.
However, 1 will say that you are
only "stuck" once per visit, and
after the needle is put in, it's
smooth sailing all the way.
Thinking back over my previ
ous plasma donating experi
ences, 1 realized that I have
always been very pleased with
my weekly trips to Muncic. I

usually go with two of my good
friends from my wing. I tend to
think of them as my "plasma
buddies," and after hours and
hours of donating together, I've
come to realize that plasma is
thicker than water. So, I get the
best of both worlds. Not only do
I make money every time I go, I
also get to spend some good
quality time with my friends.
A few weeks ago, as I was sit
ting in a chair quietly reflecting
upon the plasma donation that
was currently underway, a
thought occurred to me. We
could start our own plasma
facility at Taylor! We'd only
need to make a small addition to
Nussbaum. There would have to
be a cryogenics plant for plasma
storage, a donation room, and a
processing room. Simple. And
we wouldn't horde the billions
of dollars we'd make either everyone would benefit from
our operation. Just imagine it. .
shipping hundreds of gallons of
100 percent grade "A" Taylor
plasma, direct to the world.
Forget $20,000 tuition - w e ' d
all leave Taylor with money to
spare. The very thought brings
tears to my eyes.
—Mike Schueler

Grow me, please God
When all
seems good
and well,
the all
becomes of
no impor
tance. And
the lakcnlor-grantcds
in life become the all-consuming.
For me, I like to handle every
thing myself. I mean, I'll give
God the ercdit, but sometimes it's
the eredit for allowing we to be
able to handle things. Other times,
the odds beat up against me, and
then God'll ask, "You got this one
covered?" And wailing, I admit,
"No. I don't. Please, do some
thing!"
Before spring break, my family
encountered a lot of scares. My
13-year-old sister had an arm go
numb, accompanied with slurred
speech, passing out, vomiting and
unclear thought.
The next day, my mom experi
enced a paralysis in the middle of
a department store. From her back
down, she had so much pain it
was hard to walk, and she was
having trouble breathing. The
home-diagnosis was that the
occurrence was a result of her
nerves being out of wack over
concern for my sister.
Then on that Sunday, I found
out that a friend, who went home
for the weekend, almost died from
three bleeding ulcers. Now, by that
time, things were starting to wear
on me. I was feeling a little claus
trophobic with all of my security

blankets falling down around me.
Still, the next Thursday, which
keep in mind for me is Echo
night—where I usually stay up
working until about 4 a.m. on
Friday morning, 1 found out that
my aunt, who is only 32, had a
stroke. That hit hard. But the staff
stopped and prayed with me, and I
felt a lot more secure about God's
control over the situation.
1, along with my aunt, needed
that prayer because 1 felt like
nothing in this life was assuredthat there were no promises. Later
I realized the idiocy of that
thought—that it seemed as if there
were no securities set up for me
here. There aren't. All of life is
beyond the clouds. And although
we attempt to treat life down here
in a way that is honoring to the
God who built the forcvcrs with
those solid rocks, we're never
worthy of the eternity that we look
forward to.
Yet, at Taylor, it's hard to realize
it sometimes. I mean, here, 1 sel
dom fall on my knees to face my
challenges. And a reality check lor
us all: when life's biggest ups and
downs are over tiny bumps rather
than spiritual quest-like moun
tains, you've got it made. And
well, we've got it made.
Now, I resent that. I mean, I was
once thankful to have no prayer
requests-that nothing bad enough
was going on to need prayer. Now,
however, I want to search it out
(not the bad, but the needs)~to
have to depend on God more than
I usually require.

But an even larger part of what I
learned was that God doesn't need
me. But He desires me to need
Him. He's not lacking without me.
Yet, I am lacking without Him.
There are people barely holding
on to life. Now, fortunately for me
and them, the four I've mentioned
are no longer in such a state. The
prayers of my heart and the intent
of God's were, praise Him, syn
onymous. But that was through
unsupcrficial, unstructured cryings
out to God.
I want more of that. And I hope
that the rest of you do, too. We
keep talking about revival. But we
can't make it happen. We never
plan the hardship that we grow the
most from. We just allow it. Let's
let Him be strong.
—Jessica Barnes

Letters
to the Editor

Thirteen of us made the trek to Chicago for the
Urban Exposure weekend a few weeks ago. There was
much discussion before we left due to other letters and
AHANA chapel that evoked many emotions within the
student body. These discussions and feelings laid the ground work
for a life-changing experience.
. . .
During the trip, our eyes were opened to the immensity of racia
concerns in our nation. The biggest impact of the weekend was
viewing some of the "Eyes on the Prize" videos. These showed
shocking footage of racial conflict in the 60s. Shocking in regar s
to the violent reaction of the white majority towards blacks who
attempted a peaceful march. Shocking in the sense that an evangeli
cal church in Chicago (the "Union" North) had elders that wanted no
involvement with a black church nearby.
"Where was the evangelical Christian church in the face of all ot
this turmoil of our fellow brothers and sisters?" Some people tried to
help while others remained filled with ignorance, hatred, and blind
ness. This IS a part of our history and we can no longer neglect it.
We, the majority culture, must begin to take steps to bridge the racial
abyss with the minority culture or it will only get worse.
As a result of the trip, we learned we have a long way to go—but
we must start somewhere. We can start with prayer. PRAY for
Taylor students who are working towards growing together. PRAY
for the administrators. PRAY asking God how He wants you to get
involved. Take advantage of opportunities on/off campus to stretch
yourself. Be actively involved in opportunities to grow this semester
and be willing to be committed and involved next year.
We came back from Chicago with our hearts softened and changed,
ready to get our hands dirty in this battle with our minority brothers
and sisters on campus. Taylor is a training ground and upon leaving
Taylor we will only be tested to put into practice what we have
struggled to understand here.
So, our friends, take to heart all of the conversations that have
recently come up. These concerns ARE real and a lot bigger and
deeper than many of us realized. The concern is NOW, and we can
not deny the events of the past. Let us work together to make the
present and the future what Christ intended it to be on campus.
Ignorance and pride will get us nowhere in this battle, only a Christ
like humility ready to serve one another.
—Cliff Johnson, Carolyn Webb, Andrew Pfeiffer,
Sharon Thomas, Owen Cooper, Isaac Voss, Staci
Klutz, Jen Zeak, Mary Rayburn, Rob Gray,
Christine Whitney, Jason Gardner and Brandon
Eggleston
L.A.D. organization would like to give sincere thanks
to Christa Lee and all those that donated items for our
clients. The amount of items donated was most gener
ous. The thoughtfulness put into the items chosen was
outstanding!
Your donations will be greatly appreciated by many people that
depend on us to make their difficult life situations a little easier.
You have proven that we have caring, concerned, loving young
people in our society today! Thank you all so very much!
—Gary Manifold c£ James Toloday,
founders of L.A.D.
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This team has taken on itself to
free mankind from deception
and stop the mysterious forces
that are behind it all. To do this
they move in and out of the real
ity we know, recruit believers
Have you ever
and wage all-out war against an
thought that the
enigmatic band of well-dressed
world you live
hit men, known as the "Agents."
in is not what it
These defenders of evil possess
seems?
Have
superhuman powers and seem to
you ever been walking across
be everywhere at once.
campus and looked at the trees
If you think I'm being a little
and the buildings and the sky
vague about the plot, don't
and wondered to yourself if it
worry, it's intentional. A lot of
was all real? Just what if, you
the fun of this movie is derived
think to yourself, none of this
from the fact that you're going in
really exists, at least not as you
to it knowing nothing, and, as
know it. (I recently pondered
the film progresses, it carefully
this, and wished for it on
reveals things that at first will
Thursday morning as I walked
make you say, "What the baked
unprepared to one of Dr.
scrod is all this?" But eventually,
Spiegel's infamous tests.) The
it will make sense and you will
slick new sci-fi action flick
understand the enormous scope
Matrix asks many questions,
and vast creativity that Matrix's
among which is the aforemen
world creates. I don't want to
tioned and long-debated ques
reveal too much here.
tioning of reality.
What I can tell you is that the
The movie stars Keanu Reeves
movie moves well with slick,
... all right stop it right there, I
good-looking cinematography, a
know that about half of you are
hyperactive sound tract, and a
v i o l e n t l y
heavy dose of
thrashing with
out-and-out
hatred
for
coolness. The
Keanu's leg
screen really
endary inabili
comes alive
ty to act and
and
sizzles
are about to
during
the
—Vinnie Manganello intense clashes
devour
this
entire
paper
between
the
for simply mentioning that he
man-eating Agents and the
might have made a good flick.
underdog humans. Cutting edge
Well you kids need to just plain
special effects are seamlessly
get over it. He's not that bad.
unleashed throughout this movie
(You hear that? It's the sound of
and are exceedingly impressive
Dan Buck exploding.) He has a
in the sharply choreographed
brawls, which seem to enlist the
dry underacting style that works
aid of nearly every conceivable
rather well in this film, and it's
weapon; trucks, machine guns,
actually quite similar to Harrison
helicopters, lasers and, of
Ford's. Even if you just can't
course, Keanu's feet of fury.
stand Reeves, to dismiss this
And along with this smorgas
film solely for that reason would
bord of visual exuberance, you
be a grave miscalculation
get, at no extra charge, a real,
because this movie is much larg
honest to goodness thought pro
er than his role.
voking movie. The writers ask
At any rate, Reeves plays Neo,
you
to consider a couple of very
a brilliant computer geek who, in
interesting
philosophical
his quest for the truth, is recruit
inquiries, such as the alreadyed by Morpheus (the always cool
mentioned reality question and
sometimes
profound
and
its implications, along with
Lawrence Fishburne) and finds
exploring what would happen if
out that he is prophesied as being
computers became self aware.
the savior of humanity. That's
Matrix is rated R for its sci-fi
kind of a tough thing for a mouse
violence and a little disturbing
jockey to swallow, but Neo does
bizarity (It really didn't bother
well, learning Kung-Fu and the
me
much, but then again I've
ability to wield multiple auto
witnessed
the Mag 7 in full force
matic weapons with ease and
on Third East, and after that, not
style.
much would.)
Also helping our hero is the
This is a really good movie,
fierce Carrie-Anne Moss. As
you get all the ocular spontane
femme fatale Trinity, she plays a
ity, plus enough intelligence for
rare strong female performance
you to have a conversation about
reminiscent of Sigourny Weaver.
it's philosophies over dinner.
Also a Kung-Fu master and
What
more can you ask? I give
weapons expert, Trinity opens
UP a huge can of whoop on a
Matrix my highest rating, the
French Toast Bar.
variety of authority figures in the
film's
very
cool
opening
sequence.

tie reel enchilace

The Matrix

"Trinity opens up a
huge can of
whoop... "

Senior Shows: Johnson and Hess
Kevin Johnson: Everything
The pop art philosophy creates
icons out of everyday objects and
can be seen as early as the sixties
in Lichtenstein and as recently as
Pop, U2's last disc. Just as
Lichtenstein reduces his images
to their simplest forms in comic
strip format, Johnson reveals the
most basic elements of life by
enlarging them. But Kevin
Johnson's subject matter is much
different—instead of delving
into pop culture, he explores the
natural to explain today's cul
ture.
Rather than seeing a picture of
a blond with red lipstick in a
comic strip or Bono, Johnson's
two large pieces (about ten feet
talland six feet wide) show one
living possum ("Morning") and
one
which
is
road-killed
("Trespassed").
A live wild animal is juxta
posed by a dead (human killed)
animal. Their equal size is
important because it sets them
against one another, inviting the
viewer to consider the objectification, even dismemberment,
which takes place in modern
society and art. Also, by superenlarging the image Johnson
asks the viewer to see the world
in a new perspective: that of life
in its smallest components—
each having life a of their own.
My favorite piece is either
"Morning" or his self portrait. I
like the idea behind the self-por
trait, a white-on-white minimal
ist, monochromatic work (which
makes me think Johnson is
telling Ad Reinhardt that life is a
part of art).
When you first walk in to
Everything and see "Edges," it
appears to be a white square,
then you notice 9, I0xl3 inch
sheets. Then, as you study it
more, the light hits revealing a
portrait in white in just a slightly
darker tone than the background.
This piece adds a depth to the

ERIC DAVIS/Tlie Echo

"Morning,"photograph: by Kevin Johnson.
show, working with the same
concept as the two larger pieces,
but going about it in another
direction—showing the capabili
ty of the mind to order subtle
images into recognizable life.
But, somehow, Everything
doesn't seem to offer enough
pieces to fully develop the
artist's vision, leaving me want
ing to see more.
Gayle
Hess:
Timeless—

Reflections of God's Nature
For Gayle Hess' show you'll
want to pack your Bible and
make a quiet time out of it. She
has verses next to the titles that
intermingle with the natural
objects of her ink drawings.
•HPRRRI
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"Declaration," ink drawing: by Gayle Hess.

The most dynamic work is
"Declaration," which is accom
panied by Psalm 19:1. This work
definitely proclaims the work of
God's hands (and Hess'). The
sky opens into a celestial valley,
which rises above the marsh-like
landscape. In this piece the earth
is separated from the sky/heav
ens by a frustrated line of reeds
on the horizon. This further
emphasizes the dimensional dif
ferences between heaven, spa
cious and awe inspiring; and
earth, ephemeral and flat. 1
enjoyed gazing into this piece—
seeing the working out of the
verse before me.
Similar movement is created in
"The Process," in which Hess'
untethered pen creates soft, mov
ing images, given more depth
from her varied ink washes.
Especially
in
"Intimacy,"
"Declaration"
and
"The
Process," the flowing circular
lines gather to create volume in
the forms. I would have liked to
see the same technique of ink
washes and free, almost "scrib
bled," lines in the other pieces.
Hess' art is organic, like her
subject matter, and it is obvious
that she has a perceptive eye
when it comes to catching the
intricacies of God's hand in
nature.

—Jeremie Solak
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Men's track team wins Little State Invite
» GEOFF HOFFMANN

Sports Editor

w

TRACK
The Taylor University men's
track team won its third "Little
State" Invitational in a row on
April 10, knocking out 23 teams
to claim the title.
Head coach Chris Coy was
pleased with the efforts, but
noted some stagnance in some of
the performances of the athletes
after they had a week off. Coy
said, "We ran fairly stale, com
ing back from spring break."
According to coach Coy, the
competition was fierce. He
noted, "It was the strongest
Little State field in a number of
years."
Winners
were
Darren
Youngstrom in the 400 meter
hurdles and the high hurdles,
setting a track record with 13.9.
Joe Cebulski won high jump
with a 6'8" effort, and threw 174
feet to win the javelin. Kip Rop
grabbed the steeplechase title
and claimed first place in the
5000 meters. Steve Erccgovac
won the shot put and was second
in the discus with a throw of
177'10".
After winning the invitational,
Coy has high hopes for
thitcam."Wc have a shot at win
ning the national championship,"
said Coy.
The women placed 13th, strug
gling with only half the team
present according to Coy. "Eight
of our best (athletes] were out
with injuries." The rest had prior
commitments to attend to,
aceording to the coach. "If we
were healthy, we would have
placed in the top three or four,"
Coy said. "Hopefully, by confer
ence time we'll get there.

®

JIM GARRINGER/ Special to the Echo

Third baseman Ben Asper *vaits on his pitch during Tuesday's
doubleheader against St. Francis. Taylor won the game 6-5.
SOFTBALL
The Taylor Softball squad had
its ups and downs during the
doubleheader with Grace on
Tuesday.
In the first game, the Lady
Trojans went on an offensive
run, trouncing its opponents 127. Ashley Lund led the offensive
charge with four hits, three runs,
and three RBI's. Mindy Mannix
and Deb Butler each had two hits
and two runs.
In the second game, Taylor
dropped a loss 3-1. Jill Graper

added two hits and an RBI,The team (15-14) plays this
Saturday agianst Anderson at 1
p.m.
RIDER EARNS A TRIP TO
NATIONALS
1998-99 was sophomore Amy
Simon's first year on the Taylor
equestrian team, and nationals
was an unexpected dream.
Simon, who had never ridden
English style before this year,
placed second at zones, which is
the level above rcgionals. "I've
been to camps and taken lessons

MEL MANNIX

Saturday. The current leader in
the MCC is Marian, who took the
Huntington match with a score of
300. Taylor was second with 309,
while IWU captured third with
310, according to T.U. sports
information.
Senior Ben Metzger continues
to lead the way for the Trojans.
Metzger won the bronze medal
with a 74. Jeff Hager finished
fifth with a 75. Josh Olson and
Dwayne Safer followed with 80s.
Justin Michaels shot an 81, and
teammate Wes Kent totaled 84.
The golf team takes on Bethel
College on Grace College on
April 17.

TAYLOR LACROSSE
Games
First-Ball State 4-3
Second-Earlham 6-7 OT
Third-Albion 4-11
NEXT GAMES:
Wabash Invitational
vs. Wabash College
& Earlham College
Record: 1-2
Captain: Nate Bates

Sports Information Assistants
Needed for '99-'00
Responsibilities include keeping stats, writing press
releases, communication with media outlets and
other PR duties.
Needed: An enthusiasm for sports and working with
people. Ideal for spring athletes interested in work
ing in the athletic arena.
Pick up an application in the TU Athletic office.

® YOU MAKE THE CALL

Year: Junior
Family: Parents Lynn and Shirley Mannix, sister Mindy, brother
Russell.
Role Model: Mel admires her dad because "he is faithful to
family and God. He supports me in everything."
History: Mel has been playing Softball since she was six years
old. She was All-State her senior year of high school and AllConference her first and second seasons at Taylor.
The Sport: Mel enjoys playing softball because, "it is a chal
lenge every time I step into the batter's box," she says.
"The competition that I face helps me to become a better play
er."
Through her involvement in Taylor softball, Mel has come to realize the importance of submit
ting her talents to God. "I think the most important thing that I have learned is that without
God's strength, I cannot do anything. He has given me my talent and he can take it away." She
recognizes that "sometimes life is easy but other times it's difficult. He will protect and keep me
if I trust in Him."
—Geoff Hoffmann

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

before, but it was all Westernstyle," she explained.
There are eight zones in the
United States, with five or six
states in each zone. This finish
earned Simon a trip to nationals
in Cazenovia, New York. "It's
overwhelming. I'm really excit
ed," she stated.
Simon will be showing underunder the walk-trot division.
"I'm grateful for the experience,
and I'll do the best I can do," she
added.
BASEBALL
The Trojan baseball team
defeated St. Francis in the first of
two doubleheaders on Tuesday
6-5.
The second game was unable to
be finished due to an unfortunate
occurrence to the opposing team.
The team was up 6-3 in the sixth
inning, when the coach of St.
Francis collapsed with a pre
sumed heart attack. He was
rushed to the hospital, and the
game was postponed until next
Tuesday.
The team (11-11) takes to the
field this Saturday at Grace at 1
p.m.
GOLF
The Taylor University golf team
finished
second
at
the
Huntington Invitational
on

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Congratulations Joel Gates! He won You Make
the Call this week by picking six games correctly.
You Make the Call is fun and easy to play.
WHAT YOU WIN: a FREE 8" one item
pizza courtesy of T.O.P.P.l.T.
HOW YOU WIN : Circle the teams
which you believe will win, and drop
your entry in the box at the Wengatz
desk or e-mail me at geoff_hoffmann
@tayloru.edu before NOON on
Saturday.
NBA Games: (April 18 )
Philadelphia @ New Jersey
Joel Gates
Boston @ Washington
Detroit @ Orlando
Utah @ Minnesota
Seattle @ Pheonix
Golden State @ Vancouver
Indiana @ Miami
Houston @ San Antonio
TIEBREAKER: (score)
'winners ineligible for 3 weeks
Milwaukee @ Chicago

